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The local minima problem occurs when a robot navigating past obstacles towards a
desired target with no priori knowledge of the environment gets trapped in a loop.
This happens especially if the environment consists of concave obstacles, mazes, and
the like. To come out of the loop the robot must comprehend its repeated traversal
through the same environment, which involves memorizing the environment already
seen. This paper proposes a new real-time collision avoidance algorithm with the local
minima problem solved by classifying the environment based on the spatio-temporal
sensory sequences. A double layered classification scheme is adopted. A fuzzy rule
base does the spatial classification at the first level and at the second level Kohonen’s
self-organizing map and a fuzzy ART network is used for temporal classification. The
robot has no prior knowledge of the environment and fuzzy rules govern its obstacle
repulsing and target attracting behaviors. As the robot traverses the local environment
is modeled and stored in the form of neurons whose weights represent the spatio-tem-
poral sequence of sensor readings. A repetition of a similar environment is mapped to
the same neuron in the network and this principle is exploited to identify a local
minima situation. Suitable steps are taken to pull the robot out of the local minima.
The method has been tested on various complex environments with obstacle loops
and mazes, and its efficacy has been established. � 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Path planning is one of the key issues in mobile
robot navigation. Autonomous mobile robots are
used in various applications such as in automatic
freeway driving,1 cleaning of hallways,2 and explo-
ration of dangerous regions.3 These applications
demand robust and adaptable methods for path
planning.

Path planning is traditionally divided into two
categories, global path planning and local path
planning. In global path planning, prior knowledge
of the workspace is available. Some of the global
approaches include the configuration space method,4

potential field method,5 the generalized Voronoi
diagram,6 and free space representations.7 The plan-
ning is done offline and the robot has complete
knowledge of its work area and its path when it
starts. One of the main issues in this area of work is
to reduce the time complexity of these algorithms
and minimize the cost of the search.8 � 10

Local path planning methods use ultrasonic
sensors, laser range finders, and on-board vision
systems to perceive the environment and planning
is done online. The workspace for the navigation of
the mobile robot is assumed to be unknown and
consisting of stationary obstacles. One of the earliest
implemented strategies of this type is the wall fol-
lowing method,11 where the robot motion is based
on moving adjacent to the walls at a finite distance.
The drawback is that the algorithm fails in cluttered
environments and if the walls are in the form of
loops. Other online approaches to path planning
include edge detection,12, 13 virtual force field,14 and
fuzzy logic15 � 17 methods. Fuzzy rulebase techniques
have an advantage in that they do not require an
analytical model of the environment, but designing
the rulebase is heuristic. Though fuzzy path plan-
ning schemes work well in cluttered environments
they fail in environments where the rules that are
fired for target attractor and obstacle repulsor mod-
ules give output actions that neutralize each other
and the robot gets into an infinite loop or a local
minima. There are methods in literature that tackle
the local minima problem such as the Bug algo-
rithms of Lumelsky18, 19 and their improvements.20, 21

Recently a virtual obstacle approach22 and a virtual
target approach23 have been proposed as possible
solutions for the local minima problem. Wall follow-
ing is a common strategy adopted in general for
surmounting the local minima situation and many
algorithms slip into a wall following mode upon

encountering the first obstacle en route to the target.
However, the approaches20, 22, 23 do try to evaluate
whether the robot is in a trapped situation before a
suitable strategy is invoked to overcome the min-
ima. Among this the approach of Huang20 makes an
empiric guess to identify the robot’s trapped condi-
tion while the recent strategies22, 23 are more robust
in determining the same.

The main contribution of this article is in the
identification of the local minima situation during
the robot’s traversal, much akin to the way a human
might understand his trapped state by recollecting
some of the landmarks he had seen in his last
traversal of the same environment. This remem-
brance is provided by a classifier network, which
classifies the spatio-temporal sequences of sensor
readings. A two layered classification scheme is
employed. At the first layer fuzzy rulebase does the
spatial classification. At the second layer Kohonen’s
SOM24 and the fuzzy ART25 network is used for
learning and classifying the temporal sequences of
spatial patterns classified by the first layer. The
classification scheme imparts an understanding of
the robot’s local environment and correlates the
same with previous experiences of a similar envi-
ronment. The robot’s local environment is classified
in terms of landmarks through each neuron in the
SOM or ART layer whose weight vector represents
a landmark. When the robot sees a similar landmark
at the same spatial location where it had seen it
previously it understands its entanglement in a loop.
Suitable actions are then taken to pull the robot out
of its trap. The SOM interprets the local environ-
ment of the robot in terms of landmarks learnt
offline and can recall previously stored patterns but
is not plastic enough to new situations. The online
classification property of fuzzy ART makes the clas-
sifier plastic to new patterns but its ability to under-
stand the environment is poor compared to the
SOM. Hence the SOM and ART networks are em-
ployed in the second layer to avail the advantages
of both.

The organization of the article is as follows. A
fuzzy navigation scheme for guiding the robot past
unknown obstacles is discussed in section 2. The
learning of the spatio-temporal sequence of sensory
inputs is dealt in section 3. The robustness of the
algorithm is shown through simulation in section 4.
Section 4 also compares the present algorithm with
an existing approach,20 which is an extension of
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Lumelsky’s Bug algorithm. Section 5 presents the
conclusions and future directions.

2. REAL-TIME NAVIGATION PROBLEM

The objective of the sensor-based navigation of a
mobile robot is to reach the target in any unknown
workspace, cluttered with obstacles of any shape,
size, and orientation. The decision for the proper
turn angle of the mobile robot is taken based on
sensory information and the angular difference be-
tween the robot’s current direction of motion and
the goal orientation with respect to origin of the
reference frame. The input space, U, of the mobile
robot can be represented as

T� �u� u u u�Us d f

T � �Twhere u � u u u u u u u , the sensors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
vector, denotes the range readings obtained by the
seven sensors placed in the form of an arc on the
circumference of the robot, subtending an angle of
105 degrees at the center. The input u denotes thed f
angular difference between the mobile robot’s in-
stantaneous direction vector and the vector joining
the robot’s center to the target, also called as the
difference angle.

Ultrasonic sensors are in general used to obtain
information regarding the local environment. In our
simulation we have used an array of seven ultra-

Ž .sonic sensors 0�6 . They have been grouped as the
Ž . Ž . Ž .left sensors 0�2 , center 3 , and right 4�6 arrays.

The actual intricacies involved in the measurement
of time of flight values using ultrasonic sensors
have not been modeled in our simulation algorithm.

2.1. Fuzzy Inference Engine

The sensor inputs which are in the form of pixels
from the current location of the robot to the obstacle

� �position are normalized to 0, 1 . The inference en-
gine partitions the problem into two main modules.
One module governs the target reaching action and
the other governs the obstacle avoidance action of
the robot.

Target Reaching Module

� �The input difference angle in the range of �180, 180
is fuzzified using the membership function, which

can be represented as

�ud f� for �90�u �0d f90�Ž . Ž .� u � 1left d f 1 �180�u ��90d f	
0 otherwise

ud f� for 0�u �90d f90�Ž . Ž .� u � 2right d f 1 90�u �180d f	
0 otherwise

The defuzzified output turn angle due to the target
reaching behavior, yt, is obtained as

Ž . Ž .c �� u 
c �� ul left d f r right d ft Ž .y � 3Ž . Ž .� u 
� uleft d f right d f

where c , c are constants whose values take �9l r
and 
9, respectively.

Obstacle Avoidance Module

The membership functions that determine the de-
gree of farness or nearness to the obstacle are de-
fined as follows. The inputs which are distances of
the obstacles to the sensors are measured in terms

� �of pixels and normalized to 0, 1 .

Ž .� unear i

Ž .��2.5�� u 
0.75 0.3�u �0.7near i i�� 1 0.7�u �1i	
0 otherwise

Ž .4

� 4where i� I� 0, 1, . . . , 6

Ž .�2.5�� u 
0.75 0.3�u �7far i i�Ž .� u � 1 0.7�u �1far i i	
0 otherwise

Ž .5

� 4where i� I� 0, 1, . . . , 6
The output defuzzified turn angle due to the

obstacle avoidance behavior, y o, is given by

Ž . Ž .n � u 
 f � uÝ Ýi near i i far i
i io Ž .y � 6Ž . Ž .� u 
 � uÝ Ýnear i far i

i i
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� �where i� 0, 6 and n , f are constants determinedi i
in a heuristic fashion.

The net angle by which the robot must turn is
decided by assigning weights to the individual
modules depending on the closeness of the obstacle
to the robot. The weights ascribe the proportion of
importance to either of the modules. The angle y by
which the robot shall finally turn after assignment
of weights can be represented as

Ž . Ž . Ž . ty�� u � u � u yfar l far c far r

Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. o Ž .
 � u , � u , � u y 7� near l near c near r

Ž .where � A, B, C � A 
 B 
 C � AB � BC � CA 

ABC and the factors by which the angles due to
target reaching, yt, and obstacle avoidance behav-
ior, y o, are multiplied represent the weights as-
signed to the modules.

The robot turns by the angle y, obtained as
above, and traverses some distance in that direction
before sampling the environment for its next input.

Ž .The distance s measured in pixels the robot moves
between any two samples of the environment is
obtained as

t o Ž .s�w s 
w s 81 2

where w , w are the weights assigned in the same1 2
Ž . t ovein as in Eq. 7 and s , s are the distances due to

target reaching and obstacle avoidance behavior,
which are given by

Ž . Ž .s �� u 
s �� u1 near t 2 far tt Ž .s � 9Ž . Ž .� u 
� unear t far t

where u represents the Euclidean distance of thet
target from the current position of the robot’s center
and s �1, s �3.1 2

Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..s � max � u 
s � min � un near i f far i
i�I i�Is �o Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..max � u 
 min � unear i far i
i�I i�I

Ž .10

� 4where I� 0, 1, . . . , 6 .
Though the above approach works well when

the environment is highly cluttered it fails when the
obstacles are in form of loops and bends due to the
contradicting actions imposed by the target attract-
ing and goal repulsing modules. The robot conse-
quently is trapped in an infinite loop. This is be-

cause a purely fuzzy approach fails to provide some
kind of a memory or remembrance of the environment
the robot has already traversed, which is needed for
the robot to come out of such loops. Hence there is
the need for incorporating memory in the naviga-
tion algorithm, the topic of the next section.

3. SPATIO-TEMPORAL CLASSIFIER

Artificial neural networks have proved through the
last decade their powerful classification properties
as a result of their inherent abstraction and general-
ization capabilities. Kohonen’s self-organizing maps
Ž .SOM and ART networks are one of the most
popular unsupervised learning mechanisms. The
SOM has ‘‘a special property of effectively creating
spatially organized internal representations of various
features of input signals and their abstractions’’24 while
the advantage of fuzzy ART is that it is very stable
to previously stored inputs and plastic to new in-
puts. Both the schemes have been used in various
applications such as speech recognition,26 vector
quantization,27 and robotics.28, 29 A brief review re-
garding the theory and learning of a SOM network
is given in Appendix A and the fuzzy ART is given
in Appendix B.

3.1. Spatial Classification

The need for an initial spatial classifier can be un-
derstood as follows. At any instant t when the
robot samples its environment it obtains the sensory

Ž . � Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vector u t � u t u t u t u t u t u ts 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ž .�Tu t . At each instant t a vector of dimension6

seven is present as the input and a sequence of such
vectors must be learnt and stored by the classifier.
In other words the classifier network must learn

Ž . Žvarious combinations of sequences u t , u t 
s s
. Ž .1 , . . . , u t
n�1 . The complexity of such a learn-s

ing algorithm increases tremendously in space and
time. The classifier would need a network of over
20,000 neurons to store the various combinations
without loss of significant data and the learning
time involved is huge. In order to avoid this each of
the seven dimensional patterns at a given instant is
mapped into a particular class without losing essen-
tial data. This can be considered as a vector quanti-
zation problem and a fuzzy classification scheme is
employed for this. Then the SOM or the ART can be
trained on the sequence of quantized vectors or
classes rather than on a sequence of the input vec-
tors itself. The classification is done as follows. Ini-
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Ž .tially the sensory vector u t is represented ass
Ž . � Ž . Ž . Ž .�Tu t � u t u t u t where l, c, and r ares l c r

interpreted as left, center, and right sensor readings.
The sensors 0, 1, and 2 are grouped together as left
and their minimum reading is taken as the reading

Ž . � Ž . Ž . Ž .4of the left sensor; i.e., u t �min u t , u t , u t .l 0 1 2
Ž . � Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Similarly u t �min u t , u t , u t and u t �r 4 5 6 c

Ž .u t . Now based on these left, center, and right3
readings a fuzzy classification scheme is employed
as shown in the table below.

The left, center, and right sensors readings are
Ž .given to the fuzzy rule bases described in section 2

and a reading is classified as very near if the near-
ness degree of the reading is more than 0.9, as near

� �if the nearness degree is in 0.3, 0.9 , and as far if
nearness degree is less than 0.3. Thus each input

Ž .vector u t is classified into one of the nine classes
Ž .as shown in Table I and the SOM is trained over a
sequence of such classes.

The next issue in consideration is the upper
bound on n, the number of classes in the sequence
over which the second layer of the classifier shall be
trained. To obtain information regarding the envi-
ronment it is essential to keep track of changes in
the classes of a sequence. Often the changes in the
sequence are more important than simply the se-
quence itself. It has been observed through experi-
ence with various simulation environments that all
the important landmarks of an environment can be
represented by one or two changes of a sequence.

Ž .For example, in Figure 1 a a robot meeting a dead
end while going through a narrow corridor is repre-
sented as 333333333333110 over 15 time instants

Ž .whereas in Figure 1 b the robot traverses to a dead
corridor of shorter length and hence the sequence
obtained is 333333110 within nine instants.

Hence a robot passing through a corridor to hit
a dead end is represented by the following temporal

Table I. Spatial classification of the sensory
input space by fuzzy rule base.

Right sensor Center sensor Left sensor Class

Very near Very near Very near 0
Near Near Near 1
Near Near Far 2
Near Far Near 3
Near Far Far 4
Far Near Near 5
Far Near Far 6
Far Far Near 7
Far Far Far 8

Ž .Figure 1. a Robot passing through a long corridor with
Ž .a dead end. b A similar shorter coorider.

� �Tsequence 3 1 0 . The landmark is represented by
two changes in the sequence viz. 3�1, 1�0. Hence
the bound on the number of classes in the temporal
sequence is fixed to be 3. In general a two or three
dimensional vector of classes can represent a land-
mark. The structure of the double layered classifier
network is shown in Fig. 2. The structure represents
the process of extracting the temporal order of the
classes before giving it to the second layer. As
discussed in the previous paragraph any two con-
secutive classes in the final sequence to be classified

Ž .must be different. The comparator Fig. 2 which
Ž .compares the present class C t with the class of the

Ž .previous instant C t�1 does this. When they are
Ž .different then C t�1 is extracted to form the first

class in the sequence to be classified by the second
layer. The process is repeated and when three such

Žclasses are extracted the sequence, y , y , y see1 2 3
.Fig. 2 is input to the second layer of the classifier.

3.2. Temporal Classifier

The second layer as mentioned earlier classifies the
sequence of classes of dimension three. The funda-
mental difference in the way the SOM and ART
networks learn and classify gives rise to different
results. The SOM models the local environment of
the robot into well defined landmarks such as cor-

Ž .ners meeting of two walls , mazes, and blind ends
that are encountered in a typical environment. Each
neuron in the SOM lattice codes a particular land-
mark. This requires that the SOM be trained for

Figure 2. Structure of the Spatio-temporal Classifier Net-
work.
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various kinds of landmarks offline before using the
trained lattice during real time. During real-time
navigation the robot can encounter a temporal se-
quence of classes for which the SOM was not trained.
This can under some exceptional situations still give
rise to an infinite loop situation, which is discussed
in section 4. One way to circumvent this problem is
by training the SOM offline for an exhaustive com-
bination of sequences. Since each sequence is of
dimension three, no two consecutive classes in a
sequence are same, and the total number of classes
as classified by the spatial classifier is nine, the

Ž .SOM shall be a map of 648 9X8X9 neurons. But
most of the neurons represent combinations of se-
quences, which have no possibility of occuring in
any real-time environment. As a matter of fact ex-
periments suggest 70% of such a lattice or 454
neurons do not win at all in various real-time envi-
ronments. Another solution for this is to incorporate
an online learning network in the second layer.
Fuzzy ART with a complement coding scheme
serves as a good alternative. Fuzzy ART is capable
of learning new patterns and simultaneously re-
members the earlier patterns to a reasonable accu-
racy. It eliminates the need for maintaining a map
of large neurons, most of which are idle. The ART
network can dynamically add new patterns accord-
ing to the local environment of the robot and can
afford to forget patterns that have not come within
a recent time interval, say in the last 100 samples of
the environment, thus memorizing the environment
to the extent needed. But the SOM is not entirely
useless for it can correlate the local environment
seen at real-time in terms of landmarks learnt of-
fline. This kind of classification by the SOM pro-
vides the algorithm with an immediate memory
Ž .IM and is discussed in section 4. The ART, how-
ever, cannot provide for this, as it does not under-
stand a classified pattern to represent a particular
landmark. It just learns a pattern, but is not sure
what it represents in the real world. It should be
noted that the terms immediate and distant mem-
ory used in this article have nothing to do with the
long term and short term memories of the standard
ART architectures. The classifier network has been
incorporated with both the SOM and ART network
in its second layer to avail the advantages of both.
The SOM is a lattice of 49 neurons with their weights
representing some of the common landmarks, while
the ART is used as a kind of backup when the robot
encounters a new pattern not learnt by the SOM. It
has been found that the ART needs to maintain not
more than 15 neurons whose weights represent the

most recent patterns not identified by the SOM.
Thus ART also serves to reduce the space required
by the algorithm from 648 vectors, each of dimen-

Ž .sion 3, to 64 vectors 49 from SOM
15 due to ART
of the same dimension.

3.2.1. Learning Landmarks and the Vector
of Lower Bounds

Since the SOM identifies a real-time sequence to a
predefined landmark the minimum number of times
Ž .the lower bound each class must occur in a se-
quence is to be known. This prevents misidentifica-
tion of spurious sequences as landmarks. For exam-
ple, in landmarks such as a narrow corridor leading

Ž .to a dead end Fig. 1 , the first class in the sequence,
3, must occur at least four times, the second class
must occur at least twice, and the last should occur
once. The minimum number of times each class
occurs in a sequence is termed the vector of lower

Ž .bounds Fig. 3 .
A simulation environment consists of various

landmarks, some of which are shown in Figure 4,
Ž .consisting of corners meeting of two walls of vari-

ous orientations and shapes, a long wall with a
narrow slit, half open doors, narrow corridors with
dead ends, etc. These are landmarks that can be

Figure 3. Lattice neurons and the corresponding vector
of lower bounds.

Figure 4. A simulation environment with some of the
landmarks.
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expected in any typical environment. The robot is
made to navigate by placing starting and target
locations across the landmarks. The robot navigates
using the fuzzy algorithm and the temporal se-
quences formed as described in Section 3.1 are stored
as an array of vectors. Each vector in the array is a
vector of classes. An example is shown in Figure 5,
where the start and target locations are given across
a landmark in the form of a right bend.

The SOM is initialized with a lattice of 7�7
Kohonen neurons with normalized random values.
From the array a particular vector is selected at
random and presented to the lattice as the input.
The winner is selected and the winner and the
neighboring neurons are updated as described in
Appendix A. The network is trained for several
iterations. The number of iterations should be of
two orders more than the total number of neurons
in the lattice30 for the SOM to capture the essential
topology of the input space, in this case to identify
clearly various kinds of landmark. Once the SOM
has been trained for various landmarks the robot is
again made to navigate across the same landmark
with reduced sizes for obtaining the vector of lower
bounds for that landmark. The smallest of such
landmarks that the SOM can recall is identified. The
number of occurrences of each class in the sequence
for the smallest landmark is stored as a lattice
neuron whose weights represent the lower bounds.
The neuron is stored in the position corresponding
to the lattice position of the winning neuron in the
SOM. Thus for each neuron in the SOM represent-

� �Ting a particular landmark by the vector c1 c2 c3
there exists a corresponding neuron which stores

� �Tthe vector of lower bounds t1 t2 t3 where t1
represents the minimum number of times c1 must

Ž .occur in a sequence Fig 3 . Otherwise, for example,
� �the sequence 3, 1, 0 without considering the lower

bounds can possibly be something other than a
narrow dead-ended corridor.

Figure 6 shows how the SOM has been able to
map similar landmarks to neighboring positions in
the lattice upon training. Training the SOM for a

Figure 5. Sensor sequences obtained for SOM learning
by navigating the robot across a right bend.

Figure 6. Some of the landmarks coded by the Kohonen
neurons. The weight vector is shown along with land-
marks.

particular landmark involves considerable visual-
ization by the user with respect to the particular
shape of a landmark and various sizes of that shape.
It becomes an involved affair to train the SOM for
the exhaustive combination of 648 sequences and
their corresponding lower bounds. Without the vec-
tor of lower bounds a map of 648 neurons can
identify any sequence in real-time but the obvious
advantage of SOM is lost. The same can be done
with much less memory by the fuzzy ART architec-
ture and without offline learning.

The classification by fuzzy ART architecture is a
relatively simpler affair. As the robot navigates
through the environment the sensory inputs are
obtained and classified by the first layer of the
classifier network. The temporal order of classes is
extracted. A sequence of three such classes with no
two consecutive classes being identical forms the
input vector for the fuzzy ART. The fuzzy ART
maps the sequence with an earlier one or adds a
new spatio-temporal pattern to the existing set of
patterns. The decision for adding a new pattern is
decided by the vigilance parameter �, which is set
to 0.9 in our algorithm. A review of the fuzzy ART
algorithm is given in Appendix B.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON

To test the efficacy of the algorithm a graphical
simulator has been developed on a Pentium ma-
chine. The robot has been modeled as a circle of size
5 pixels and imaginary sensors, seven in number,
are placed in the form of an arc along the circumfer-
ence of the robot subtending an angle of 105 degrees
at the center. The robot rotates about its center
which is a reasonable assumption considering the
fact that real robots such as the LABMATE and
ROVER do rotate about their centers. Each sensor
sends rays within a cone of 15 degrees. The minimal
distance obtained within the cone of each sensor is
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considered as the distance of the obstacle from that
sensor and is available as input to the algorithm.

According to the input vector the fuzzy algo-
rithm makes its decision. In our simulation the
position of all the obstacles in the workspace is
unknown to the robot. The robot is aware of only its
start and final positions. The purely fuzzy algorithm
performs well in a highly cluttered environment as
shown in Figure 7. This is because the goal attract-
ing and the obstacle repulsing modules work in
tandem and steer the robot to the target.

4.1. Immediate Memory Due to SOM

Ž .The immediate memory IM can be termed as the
property by which the robot understands and re-
members its most recent environment.

It can reduce path lengths as seen from Figures
8 and 9. Figure 8 is a landmark in the form of a right
angled corner such as meeting of the two walls. The
target lies on the other side of the bend. The loca-

Ž .tions marked ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ Fig. 8 represent the two
ends of a stretch of the wall, while ‘‘b’’ also repre-
sents the corner. The robot is unable to get attracted

Figure 7. Navigation in a densely cluttered environment.

Figure 8. Path traversed by the robot without incorporat-
ing IMAS. ‘S’ and ‘T’ represent start and target positions.

to the target due to the presence of a stretch of the
wall ‘‘ab.’’ Along the side ‘‘ab’’ of the wall the
obstacle avoidance behavior offsets the target at-
tracting behavior. This prevents the robot from
banging into the wall but follow it. Until the robot
arrives at the corner b the sensors on the left side
keep detecting the wall while the center sensor and
those on the right do not. The presence of the wall
on the left forces the obstacle repulsing module to
turn the robot to its right. But the presence of the
target on the robot’s left makes the target attracting
module turn the robot to its left. Thus the action
spaces of the target attracting and obstacle repuls-
ing module offset each other and the robot moves
straight, following the wall. When it reaches the
corner b all the sensors begin to detect the obstacles.
But because of the corner on the left, the left sensor
readings become slightly larger than those on the
right; i.e., at the bend, the corner on the left is

Ž .slightly further than the wall bc which is in front
and extending to the right of the robot. These larger
readings can also arise due to multiple reflections in
real world implementations. When this occurs both
the obstacle avoidance and target reaching behav-
iors force the robot to turn to its left only to meet
the wall again. This results in a navigation path as
shown in Figure 8. Thus the robot seems to have
forgotten that it had been seeing the wall all this
while on its left, being captivated by a slight in-
crease in the sensor reading on its left side and
turning to its left. This scenario is avoided by the IM
provided by the SOM. The SOM automatically iden-
tifies the meeting of the two walls at right angles on

� �Tthe robot’s left as the temporal sequence 7 1 0 .
This sequence essentially can be interpreted as ‘‘wall
on the left of the robot that bends at near about right
angles to its right.’’ The classification of the seven

Ž .dimensional sensory vector u t into a single groups
or class filters the minor variations in the sensor
readings. Near the corner the sensory vectors are
classified as 1 or 0. This feature of the classifier
network is particularly helpful as it gives a general-
ized classification of the environment the robot has
recently witnessed. When the lattice neuron with

Figure 9. Robot traversal of landmark in Fig. 8 after
incorporating IMAS.
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� �Tthe weight vector 7 1 0 is triggered the immedi-
Ž .ate memory action space IMAS of the neuron that

won fires the rules which turns the robot sharply to
Ž .its right in Fig. 9 and results in a shorter path.

4.2. The Infinite Loop Problem

When the obstacles are long with many bends and
kinks the target attracting and goal repulsing behav-
ior conflict and the robot gets itself into an infinite

� Ž .�loop Fig. 10 a . Along the side ab of the wall the
obstacle avoidance behavior offsets the target at-
tracting behavior. When at b the IMAS of the SOM
turns the robot right and the robot continues to see
the wall on its left after its right turn at b. Hence-
forth both the target attracting and obstacle repuls-

Ž .Figure 10. a The robot getting trapped between the two
corners ‘a’ and ‘b’ though IMAS acts making the robot

Ž .turn appropriately at ‘b’. b Robot guided out by DMASc.
Ž . Ž� �.c Fuzzy ART detects local minima 7, 8, 5 earlier than
SOM, invokes DMAS. A shorter path results.

ing behaviors make turn the robot to its right. After
this the robot sees no obstacle and only the target
attracting module influences the overall behavior of
the robot. Thus the robot begins to rush toward the
target and encounters the same wall again. This
continues ad infinitum and is termed the local min-
ima problem. A possible means by which the robot
can come out of this loop is to recognize its repeated
traversal in the same environment and execute a
sequence of steps that pulls it out of the trap,
discussed in the following section.

( )4.3. The Distant Memory DM

The distant memory feature is common to both the
ART and SOM networks. It is called so because of
the ability of the robot to correlate an immediate
environment that it sees to a similar environment
experienced earlier in its traversal. To become aware
that it is passing through the same environment
again the robot keeps a record of its spatial position
every time the neuron coding a landmark wins. For
every neuron in the output lattice there is a queue
which is dynamically allocated whenever a neuron
wins. An element of the queue is the instantaneous
spatial location of the robot when the neuron wins.
The queue stores a maximum of six such spatial
locations of the robot, a spatial location character-
ized by the Cartesian coordinates of the center of
the robot. If a neuron wins more than six times the
least recent location in the queue is dropped from
the end of the queue and the most recent spatial
location is stored at the beginning of the queue.
Whenever a neuron wins more than once the robot
understands it is seeing another landmark of the
same category, like the robot may be seeing another
‘‘half open door’’ in its traversal. But to make sure
that it is seeing the same half open door and not an
another one it must compare its previous spatial
locations in the queue with its present one. If any
one of the previous locations stored in the queue
matches the current one the robot understands its
encounter of the same landmark. The distant mem-

Ž .ory action space DMAS of the winning neuron
fires a sequence of steps that guides the robot out of
the trap. The sequence of steps can be understood as

Ž .follows through Figure 10 b .
At the instance DMAS is activated a record is

made on the direction of the target with respect to
the robot’s left or right flanks. Similarly the sensor
which obtains the nearest range reading determines

Ž .the direction of the closest obstacle. In Figure 10 b
both the obstacle and the target are on the robot’s
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left at point b, the instance of DMAS activation.
There arise four cases and accordingly the robot
executes a sequence of steps.

( )Case i

Target and closest obstacle are on the left.
The following steps are executed until the robot

reaches the target.

1. Fuzzy rule base guides the robot until the
target is on the left.

2. The robot switches to obstacle following
when the target comes on the right while the
obstacle continues to appear on the left.

3. During the course of obstacle following if a
break in the obstacle is detected either be-
cause the obstacle ends or has turned in a

�direction away from the robot location c in
Ž .�Fig. 10 b , the robot turns around the break

to continue following the obstacle.
4. If during such a break while turning around

the obstacle the target appears on the left the
fuzzy rule base is activated again or else
obstacle following is continued through step
2. If the robot comes again under the control
of fuzzy rules and both the target and obsta-
cle are on the right steps 1�4 are executed

Ž .according to Case ii below; i.e., the occur-
rences of left in the steps 1�4 are replaced
with right and vice versa. This occurs at

Ž . Ž .position c in Figures 11 d and 12 b .

( )Case ii

Target and obstacle are on the right.
The algorithm executes steps 1�4 of the previ-

ous case with the occurrences of ‘‘left’’ replaced
with ‘‘right’’ and vice versa.

( )Case iii

Target is on the left and obstacle is on the right.
The robot turns in such a manner that the target

comes on the right and obstacle on the left. Steps
1�4 of the first case are repeated until the target is
reached.

( )Case iv

Target is on the right and obstacle is on the left.
The robot turns in such a manner that the target

comes on its left and obstacle on its right. Steps 1�4

Ž .Figure 11. a Another infinite loop. Robot oscillating
Ž .between ‘a’ and ‘b’. b Robot guided out of oscillations.

Ž . Ž .c Double walled obstacle. d Guiding out of the double
layered wall.

of the first case are executed with a swap in ‘‘left’’
and ‘‘right’’ occurrences until robot reaches the tar-
get. This occurs, for example, at position c in Figure
Ž .10 c .

The above sequence of steps is competent to
carry the robot out of complicated meshes and loops,
as Figures 10�12 illustrate. The sequences of steps
are the same irrespective of whether the DMAS is
invoked by the SOM or by the ART. In all these

Ž .figures the infinite loop is shown in part a where
only the fuzzy algorithm is implemented, and the
guidance out of the loop when the local minima is

Ž .detected by the SOM is shown in b . The temporal
sequence of classes that leads to the identification of
the landmark is also shown in the figures. Figure
Ž .13 a shows a simulation where the robot is unable

to come through an opening in the maze at location
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c due to conflicting behaviors of the two modules.
Ž .Figure 13 b illustrates circumvention of the trapped

situation without the DMAS invoked. The IM capac-
ity of the SOM understands through the weight
vectors the unduly long traversal through the maze
and execution of IMAS pulls the robot through the

� Ž .�hole in the maze Fig. 13 b . While DMAS is exe-

Figure 12.

Ž .Figure 13. a Point ‘c’ robot unable to pull itself out
because of conflicting target attracting and obstacle avoid-

Ž . � �ance behaviors. b IMAS for 3, 4, 8 pulls the robot out.
Ž .c Without SOM, Fuzzy ART pulls the robot out of the
maze. Absence of IMAS is seen as robot completes a full
traversal between the 2nd and 3rd obstacle loops from the
center.
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cuted the obstacle following behavior is also mod-
eled through a separate set of fuzzy rules which has
not been discussed since it is not the theme of the
paper.

4.4. The Role of Fuzzy ART

Ž .Figure 14 a shows a simulation environment where
the SOM is unable to detect the local minima situa-
tion. This is because the SOM is unable to map the
real-time patterns to a particular landmark learned
during offline. To overcome this the fuzzy ART
network has been incorporated to classify new pat-
terns online. Repeated occurrences of such a pattern
trigger the DMAS when the spatial locations of the
robot match. Here the ART network invokes the

Ž .DMAS in Figure 14 b and pulls the robot out of the
local minima. Another advantage of the ART is

Ž . Ž .shown in Figures 10 c and 12 c . Here the ART is
able to detect a repeated occurrence of a pattern
earlier than SOM. This results in a reduced path.
The SOM has to wait for a pattern that matches a
landmark stored by its lattice neurons through the
weight vectors. This can result in a longer traversal.
This, however, cannot be generalized as it depends
on the kind of environment present once the robot
gets out of the local minima through the two routes.
But it can be intuitively seen that online learning by
fuzzy ART helps in detection of the local minima
situation earlier than the SOM, which can probably

Ž .Figure 14. a An environment where the SOM is unable
Ž .to detect the local minima. b Fuzzy ART pulls the robot

out of the local minima.

Ž .lead to shorter traversals. Figure 13 c shows an
example when only the ART network is present in
the second layer. Hence the IMAS advantage of
SOM is absent. Still the ART network alone is suffi-
cient to detect patterns online and pull the robot out
of the maze. The absence of IMAS results in the
robot making a complete traversal of the free space
between the second and third obstacle loops from
the center of the mazelike structure with four obsta-
cle loops.

To summarize the ART network in the second
layer alone is capable of detecting the local minima
and invokes the DMAS. The SOM provides for
modeling and understanding the local environment
based on landmarks learned offline. When the SOM
is also present in the second layer of the classifier
network the ART plays the role of a backup, detect-
ing the local minima when the SOM is unable to do.
It also helps in detecting the local minima earlier
than the SOM.

4.5. Comparing with an Earlier Approach

In a previous approach20 the determination of the
local minima situation is done in an empiric way by
comparing the difference in orientation of the robot
between successive instants. If this orientation dif-
ference has a value greater than 160 degrees the
robot is considered trapped or boxed. This can re-
sult in a situation where the robot begins to track
the obstacle contour though it is not trapped. We
take an example from the same paper20 for compar-

Ž .ison. Figure 15 a portrays the path obtained by the
Ž .authors in their paper while Figure 15 b is the path

obtained by the current method which is shorter as
the robot does not experience a similar scenario
twice during its traversal. Another issue, which
merits consideration, is the instant when the robot
switches from obstacle following mode to fuzzy
rule base mode or from the track mode to Heuristic
mode in the terminology of the previous paper. The
previous approach says the robot switches from the
T mode to H mode when a, b, c are collinear and b is
between a and c. Here ’a’ is the point where robot
switches from H mode to T mode, ’b’ is the point
where the robot finishes tracking the obstacle, and
’c’ is the target location. In the present approach the
robot finishes tracking the obstacle according to step
4 discussed in section 4.3. According to the present
approach the robot switches from obstacle following
mode to fuzzy rule base mode when the sensors
detect the end of the obstacle, and during the course
of turning around the obstacle’s end, the target
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Ž .Figure 15. a An example from a previous paper.
Heuristic determination results in misidentification of a

Ž .situation to a local minima. b The robot traverses a
shorter path by the current method.

position relative to the current direction of motion
gets swapped. A switch also occurs if the target
position relative the robot gets swapped during
obstacle following mode and is maintained until the
robot reaches the end of the obstacle. It has been

Ž .observed that if there exists no further obstacle s
beyond the concave obstacle into which the robot
gets trapped and the path tracked by the robot from
the instant of obstacle following is considered in
either methods, the present method gives a shorter

Ž . Ž .path. This is verified from Figures 16 a and 16 b
which is once again an example from the previous

Ž .paper. In Figure 16 b the robot turns around the
end of an obstacle between the pair of points a, b
and c, d. At b after turning around the end there is
no change in target position and hence the obstacle
following mode is continued. At d a change in
position occurs and the fuzzy rule base is executed

Žbut is unable to pull the robot to the target due to
.the wall on the left . A change in target position

once again occurs at e while the robot follows the
wall on its left and is maintained until f. At f the

robot reaches the end of the obstacle and fuzzy
rules are able to pull the robot toward the target,
resulting in a highly optimal path compared to

Ž . Ž . Ž .Figure 16 a . Also Figures 16 c and d illustrate the
same point when the robot begins tracking in the

Ž .counterclockwise direction. In Figure 16 d the ear-
lier algorithm has been modified with the criteria
for breaking from the T mode set according to the
present algorithm. Thus it is observed that the pre-
sent criteria gives shorter traversals as the robot
stops tracking the obstacle much earlier than the
previous approach, and in the absence of further
obstacles the fuzzy target reaching module steers
the robot to its destination.

4.6. Limitations and Practicality Issues

During navigation the robot can witness similar
scenes along different paths. To avoid getting con-
fused between two similar scenes and a same scene
seen twice the robot compares its spatial location at
the instant of registering a scene with its spatial
position when it saw a similar scene earlier. If the
spatial positions coincide the robot understands its
encounter of the same landmark again. In real-time
implementation errors creep up due to dead reckon-
ing and other sources and the estimates of the
robot’s position in a global frame can vary from its
actual position. This can limit the performance of
the algorithm especially if the robot encounters sim-
ilar scenes at rapid intervals such that the robots
global position does not vary much between these
intervals.

The algorithm, however, can tackle a problem
commonly encountered during implementations,
that of errors in range readings due to multiple
reflections at the corners. This has been discussed in
section 4.1.

In our experience with real world sensory data,
a system of seven sensors has been found to be
adequate for identification of typical landmarks. The
algorithm does not demand storage of a long se-
quence of sensory data as only changes in sequence
are to be processed and considerable memory is
saved due to the dimensionality reduction by the
spatial classifier. The net space required is a lattice
of 64 neurons that identify the landmarks along
with 49 neurons of lower bounds, each neuron char-
acterized by a three dimensional vector of integers.
Spatial positions of the robot are stored only at
instances of registering a landmark and not more
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Ž .Figure 16. a According to the earlier method the robot switches from ‘T’ to H mode at
Ž .point ‘b’ when points a, b and c are almost collinear. b A more reduced path results by

Ž . Ž .the current method. c The robot tracks the obstacle in counter clockwise direction. d
Path obtained when the earlier algorithm modified with the new criteria for switching
from T mode to H mode.

than 20 spatial positions need to be stored on an
average at any instant during navigation.

5. CONCLUSION

Real-time navigation involves decision making ac-
cording to the perception of the local environment.
The fuzzy inferencing method has been shown to be
successful in real-time navigation with cluttered en-
vironments. But when the environment is filled with
obstacles in the form of loops, mazes, and other
complicated structures the robot tends to lose track
of direction and gets trapped.

The paper proposes a new approach for identi-
fying the robot’s trapped state that seems more
consistent with how a human would normally un-
derstand his trapped condition in an environment
by recalling the landmarks he had seen earlier in his
traversal. A spatio-temporal classifier network is
employed for learning and classifying temporal se-
quences of spatial sensory data that enables the

robot to comprehend its immediate environment in
terms of landmarks and remember previous experi-
ences of a similar environment. In this way the
algorithm differs from other methods that surmount
the local minima problem by recollecting previous
experiences to understand its trapped condition.
The algorithm has been tested on cluttered, con-
cave, and mazelike environments and its efficacy
has been established.

A possible extension of this work could be to
recognize dynamic objects in the vicinity of the
robot based on similar classification of range pat-
terns.

APPENDIX A: SOM NETWORKS AND
KOHONEN LEARNING

Kohonen developed the SOM to transform an input
Žsignal of arbitrary dimension into a lower one or

.two dimensional discrete representation preserving
topological neighborhoods. Let �: U�A denote the
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SOM mapping from an input space U and the
discrete output space A. The SOM defines in Koho-
nen’s words ‘‘an elastic net of points A that are
fitted to the input signal space U to approximate its
density function in an ordered way.’’ In order to
achieve this goal the discrete grid A of neurons
indexed by i�A is described by reference vectors
w which take their values in the input space, U.i
The response of a SOM to an input u�U is deter-
mined by the reference vector w of the two di-iw
mensional lattice which produces the best match to
the input.

Ž .iw�arg min dist w �u , i�1, . . . , N ,i
i

where iw refers to the winning neuron of the two
Ž .dimensional lattice and dist � is the Euclidean met-

ric. The training of the SOM can be accomplished
generally with a competitive learning rule as

Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž Ž . Ž ..w n
1 �w n 
�h i , iw n u n �w ni i � i

Ž .where h i, j is an unimodal function that de-�

� �creases monotonically for increasing i� j with a
characteristic decay constant � . The usual choice for

Ž .such a function is a Gaussian given by h i, j ��

e�� Ž r�s.� �2 � 2
, where r and s represents respective

lattice position vectors corresponding to ith and jth
neural units, respectively. h is also known as the�

neighborhood function that adjusts appreciably the
neurons close to the winner and those far away with
little change. Both the learning parameter � and the
neighborhood parameter � are annealed with time.

APPENDIX B: FUZZY ART ALGORITHM

The fuzzy ART algorithm is capable of unsuper-
vised classification of both binary and analog inputs
in real-time. The main advantage of this network is
that it is very stable to previously stored inputs and
plastic to new inputs. This implies that new classes
can be allocated dynamically and the number of
classes that can be formed is only limited by the
total memory available.

The fuzzy ART network consists of two process-
ing layers. The first layer corresponds to the input
layer while the second layer consists of neurons
where each neuron represents a self-organized cate-
gory of the input. The two layers are connected by
adaptive weights Z. Initially the components of the
weight vector Z are set at 1.0. Then the input vector

c Ž c.and its complement y are stored as Y� y, y in
the first layer where yc �1�y. This process of
storing both the input and its complement is called
complement coding and helps in preventing a cate-
gory proliferation problem.25

The input activates the node in the second or
category layer as

Ž .min Y , ZÝ i ji� �YZj iT � � .j � ��
 Z �
 zÝj ji
i

Here the conjunction operator represents the fuzzy
AND operator and the norm used is an L1 norm.
The network then makes a hypothesis by selecting
the node J that has the maximum T to be thej
category that stores the presented input. In case of a
tie, the node with the least index is chosen.

Then this hypothesis is tested using a similarity
� � � �test called the vigilance criterion as YZ � Y ��,j j

where � is called the vigilance parameter. The ratio
on the left of the above similarity test represents the
degree of match between Y and the category J in the
second layer. If the node J satisfies the vigilance

�criterion then the weights are updated as Z �	 Zj j
� Ž . Ž .Y 
 1�	 Z , where 	 �1.0 is called the for-j

getting factor. In our simulations we have fixed 	
to be 0.85.

If node J does not satisfy the vigilance criterion,
it is shut down. Then, a search process is initiated in
the category layer to see if any other node satisfies
the vigilance criterion. If there exists one such node,
then its weights are updated as above. If there exists
no such node then a new node is recruited to store
the spatio-temporal input. Thus the vector Y is
classified into a category node in the second layer.
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